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PRESS RELEASE
Smart, swift and simple: an external reserve display and a filling level
indicator are the ideal answer for campers, barbecue chefs, sailors and
craftsmen.

Empty gas bottles are a thing of the past, thanks
to GASLEVEL®
Whether you are cooking on the barbecue, or on the move in your
boat or camper van, there are few things more annoying than an
empty gas bottle. To help banish this problem forever, German
company Gaslock has come up with a range of practical products so
you can keep an eye on gas levels at all times. The GASLEVEL®
Classic and GASLEVEL® with external display are easy to operate
and use ultrasound measurement to tell in a matter of seconds
whether a gas bottle still contains sufficient gas or whether it needs
to be replaced.
The handy and precise GASLEVEL® Classic reads the filling level of
common commercially available propane and butane gas bottles. The
compact device measures only 60 x 30 x 15 mm and is suitable for any
size of gas bottle, whether 5 kg, 11 kg or 33 kg. Two integral magnets
make it easy to attach the GASLEVEL® Classic to the gas bottle - and to
keep it there. This means that you can tell when the gas is running low
without needing complicated or expensive equipment.
GASLEVEL® Classic offers simple and uncomplicated functionality
GASLEVEL® Classic works in a simple and uncomplicated way. In order to
determine the exact filling level, the device is attached at the top end of
the gas bottle. A red indicator lamp lights up after you press the button.
The GASLEVEL® Classic is then removed from the bottle and moved a
little further down. The indicator lamp switches from red to green as soon
as the area filled with liquid gas is reached. The measurement point of the
filling level can be seen on the centre line shown. Moving the sensor up
and down enables a very precise filling level to be determined.
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GASLEVEL® with external display combines two functions in one
The GASLEVEL® with external display combines two functions in one
product. Like the GASLEVEL® Classic, the device can be used as a filling
level display if the sensor is operated directly on the gas bottle. However,
an LED display in the interior of a caravan will show how much gas is left
in a bottle, providing an early warning when supplies start to run low. The
display can be fitted at a convenient location and is connected to the filling
level sensor on the gas bottle by means of a cable. The filling level sensor
is attached to the gas bottle in a horizontal position by means of the
integral magnets. The cable attached to the GASLEVEL® is connected
from the gas bottle compartment to the pre-installed display. After a 12
Volt cable has been installed and connected, the LED in the gas-filled area
switches to green. The LED turns red as soon as the filling level drops
below the mark on the sensor.
All products are available online in the Gaslock Shop.
The GASLEVEL® Classic level indicator is available at an RRP of € 29.95.
The GASLEVEL® with external display is available in a complete package
at an RRP of € 79.90. There are also additional accessories for the
external reserve display. This means that the right device is available for
every pocket. You will find further information about Gaslock at
www.gaslock.com.
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